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Aims:
1) Identifying the impact from implementing a pre 'literacy'
skills approach in early years
2)Exploring an effective pre-skills based approach - Secure
foundations, preparing children in readiness for phonics
3)Accelerating progress and closing attainment gaps in early
years and Key stage 1 - Tools to measure success
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What the EEF say ….
Early years education aims to ensure that young children have
high-quality learning experiences before they start school.
Gaps between more affluent children and their peers emerge
before the age of 5, so efforts to support children’s learning in
the early years are likely to be particularly important for children
from disadvantaged backgrounds. Early education approaches
typically include:
• Communication and language activities;
• Play-based learning;
• Interactive story-book reading, physical and creative activities,
• Support for parents to encourage learning at home.
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Early literacy approaches
Early literacy approaches aim to improve young children’s skills, knowledge
or understanding related to reading or writing.
Common approaches include:
• Storytelling and group reading;
• Activities that aim to develop letter knowledge, knowledge of sounds,
early phonics and introductions to different kinds of writing;
• Early literacy strategies which may have components in common with
Communication and language approaches and may also involve Parental
engagement
Speaking and listening skills are at the heart of language, not only as
foundations for reading and writing, but also as essential skills for thinking
and communication. A focus on developing oral language skills is important
for pupils in this age group.
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EEF -How effective are early literacy
approaches ?
Early literacy approaches have been consistently found to have a positive
effect on early learning outcomes.
The early literacy approaches evaluated to date led to an average impact of
four additional months’ progress, with the most effective approaches
improving learning by as much as six months.
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How secure is the evidence?
There is moderate evidence related to the impact of early literacy
approaches, including a number of meta-analyses and high quality individual
studies. The majority focus on reading.
Starting earlier. Overall the evidence related to early starting age is of
moderate security. This relates to the quality of the underlying studies, where
it is difficult to be sure about the cause of differences in early starting age
and for how long effects are sustained….
What do we consider as best literacy practices related to the provision for
2/3yrs olds starting in our school settings and our disadvantaged groups ?
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Beginning early years education at a younger age appears to
have a high positive impact on learning outcomes

It appears likely that the quality of provision is the key determinant of
sustained improvement, but more evidence is needed in this area to identify
which practices are most helpful for different ages
The challenge with the evidence base, is that early literacy
approaches are often only ONE part of multi-component
interventions or curricula, which can make it hard to attribute
changes to the early literacy approach, or to identify which
aspects of that approach are most important
With growing demands on KS1 and KS2 colleagues, there is a huge
emphasis and focus on ensuring early years children develop firmer
foundations to literacy
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WISE, our dilemma – Which one produces the best outcomes?

Every Child A
Talker

A rich language environment – Friendly
talking spaces

Talk for Writing

Read Write Inc

Jolly Phonics

Development Matters
Squiggle while
you Wriggle

Musical
Movements

Dough Disco

Talk Boost

Sounds Right

Letters and
Sounds

Brain Gym
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What we needed to consider ?
1.

How do we ensure our early literacy strategies are well-balanced, and combine approaches that
will support the development of skills, knowledge and understanding, not only our very young and
disadvantaged children; but also ensuring children transition into year 1 with skills covering all the
literacy components they require for reading and writing in KS1?

2.

Are our assessment progresses identifying children’s current level of development in all basic
literacy components ?

3.

Do we acknowledge the basic developmental processes to literacy for young children? Do we
monitor learning that recognises the developmental approaches to how children acquire all the
literacy skills they need to become competent readers and writers?

4.

Do our approaches and systems enable us to teach and close literacy skills gaps for ALL children,
including vulnerable / disadvantaged groups ?

5.

Have staff received sufficient training and professional development, in the developmental
approaches to teaching basic pre- literacy skills to younger children?
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What did we know ?
We were aware that specific phonic programmes such as Letters and Sounds,
Read, Write, Inc. were not appropriate for all our children. Some of our children
enter nursery and indeed reception, without basic speaking, language and
communication skills, they’re quite simply not ready to be taught phonological
awareness skills at that point in time. So what can we do to support all
vulnerable groups to make accelerated progress from low starting points in
literacy to then exit early years in line with age related expectations?
Children are entering Year 1 unprepared and without the basic literacy skills
they require for reading and writing in KS1. Speech, language, communication and
vocabulary issues still remain across all key stages ……. Our previous approaches
to supporting these children has been to repeat the same diet of phonics
programmes, again and again!!!!
We needed a cohesive literacy approach to support all children including our
most vulnerable /disadvantaged groups, to prepare them in readiness for
reading and writing in KS1
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What did we need ?
An approach which would support us to close literacy skill gaps for all
children, including our vulnerable groups/disadvantaged children.
To ensure our early literacy strategy was well-balanced, and combines best
early years approaches that will support the development of skills, knowledge
and understanding at the same time as acknowledging the child’s
developmental stages to learning pre literacy skills?
Launchpad to Literacy and the ELP project.
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Launchpad to Literacy – Pre-phonic skills
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c-v-c blending and
segmenting

Medial phonemes
identification

c-v-c blending and
segmenting where ‘v’
or ‘c’s’ are digraphs

Final phonemes
identification

Identify number of
claps/syllables in
words

c-vc blending and
segmenting

Initial phonemes
identification

Sound exchange

Syllable awareness e.g.
clapping out words

2 and 3 syllable word
blending and
segmenting

Rhyme generation

Alliteration generation

Compound word
blending

Rhyme detection

Alliteration detection

Basic awareness of
rhyme

Basic awareness of
alliteration

Learn to write own
name

Abstract symbol
Silhouette

Visual memory of
sequences

Line drawing

Coloured picture

Auditory memory of
sequences

Auditory memory

Visual discrimination

Photographs

Miniature objects

Visual attention

Memory

Attention and
Discrimination

Visual Skills

Abstract vocabulary:
concepts – adverbs,
adjectives,
prepositions

Recall and draw simple
shapes

Auditory
discrimination
Sound location

Object

Develop L-R marks

Auditory attention

Copy simple rhythms
e.g. 3 beats

Keep a steady beat
Verb vocabulary

Copy and make mark
with finger and tools

Noun vocabulary

Manipulation skills
with hand and eye co
ordination
Hand and finger
strength

Understanding of
everyday vocabulary

Gross motor skills

Rhythm

Auditory Skills

Vocabulary

Motor Skills
(Writing)

Auditory, Blending and
segmenting

Sound Identification

Phonological Awareness
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Launchpad
What it provides
A tool to support us
Early Years Strand – Launchpad will underpin all
aspects of the strand
All key stages
Reading – Finding out reasons why and choosing
appropriate, effective solutions
Writing – Finding out reasons why and choosing
appropriate, effective solutions
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Launchpad for Literacy
A Developmental Approach to Literacy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A skill-based framework
Prepares children in readiness for literacy in KS1 /2
Builds on best early years literacy practices
Prepares children with the basic pre phonic skills to access all early phonics
programmes
Helps practitioners to assess children’s pre phonic BASIC skills, identifies early
literacy gaps before they teach children phonological awareness skills
Pre-conditional skills for all aspects of literacy – preparation for long-term success
Developmentally sequenced
Amalgamates ECaT, Letters and sounds, RWI, C&L, Early literacy teaching,
Speech, language and EAL support along with focus on Basic skills
A framework to support assessment, tracking, planning and general thought
processes
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When can we use it?
Looks at skills from birth
Schools can use from 2 years
Useful for supporting work with parents
EYFS – preparation for all but this must be
systematic, differentiated and embedded
• KS1 – Informed interventions but ongoing
preparation for all with language skills such as
inference and semantic skills
• KS2 – Informed interventions
•
•
•
•
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Pragmatic Skills
Semantic
Skills
Receptive
Language

Auditory
Memory
Auditory Skills
- Attention
- Discrimination
& Identification

Expressive
Language

Phonological
Skills
Speech

Skills and Literacy

.

Visual Skills
– Memory
– Discrimination
- Sequential Memory

Motor Skills

and there’s more!

The Child
• What developmental level has a child reached with
each skill?
• What is the next step for the child?
• Focus on what a child can do rather than what the child
can’t – What is the child’s LEVEL OF SUCCESS?
• Who should I group this child with?
• Pre-empting and, ideally, preventing difficulties
• Why is the child finding literacy tricky? Match my
support and interventions to the skill gap – informed
and embedded intervention
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I listen attentively in larger
groups, responding with
actions, comments or
questions (language skills
permitting.)
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I identify 5 sounds or
instruments without visual
support - any order.

I identify 5 sounds or
instruments in order without
visual support.

I discriminate and name
phonemes at the ends of
words.

I respond well to
I hold 6 then 7 words in my 'when'questions but it may
auditory memory and I begin take some time for me not to
muddle time-related vocab.
to use simple memory
such as 'tomorrow' & 'last
strategies.
week.'

*Semantic Inferencing* I solve I generate a rapid list of
5riddles or name an object, location 10 words for a less familiar
or activity when given some related semantic link e.g. my top
words with no visual support.
10 things things with buttons.

I follow instructions
containing 5 key words.
I match 4 sounds to 4 objects
from a choice of 7 in order.

I find 4 objects from 7 after
hearing their sounds different location.

I identify the odd-one-out in
an auditory bombardment
activity, initially when the
word ends with a very distinct
phoneme from the others
I match 4 sounds to 4 objects
and, later, when the
from choice of 7
phonemes are more alike.
(semantically related.)

I copy a sequence of 4
instruments in order without
visual support.

I participate in games such as
'When Grandma went to
Market.'

I follow instructions with 4
key words if the objects are
elsewhere.

I offer reasons and
explanations in response to
'why' and 'how' questions.

I understand and follow
sequential instructions
containing words such as
'before,' 'after', 'first', 'last'
and 'later.'

I understand abstract nouns
such as 'phoneme' and
'syllable.'

I play 'What am I?' without visual
support if simple semantic links
are used.

I sort objects into
sub-topics or
by a less familiar semantic link.

I copy 3 instruments from
choice of 6 with visual
support - any order.

I listen in small groups with
distractions if I understand.

I match 2 sounds to 2 objects
from choice of 6
(semantically related.)

I listen in a small group with
visual and/or kinaesthetic
support.

I match 2 sounds to 2 objects
from choice of 6
(semantically unrelated.)

I discriminate between
minimal pairs where the
phonemes are distinct (e.g.
sun-bun) and later when they
I listen in a small group for are more alike (e.g. tap-cap.)
auditory and language
activities.

I copy 2 instruments from
choice of 6 with no visual
support - any order.

I follow instructions with 2
I understand instructions
key words in a specific order containing the words
I will need to understand
'behind', 'in front' and 'next
early sequential/temporal
to.'
concepts.
I copy a sequence of 2
instruments in order without
visual support. Conceptual
understanding needed.

I understand the meaning of
nouns that will be used in
future phonological
awareness activities, e.g.
I understand the words 'who',
football, rainbow, tiger,
I follow instructions with 2 'what' and 'where" if used out
here-and-now elephant, cat, dog, frog, etc.
key words if the objects are of the
and can give responses
elsewhere.
I understand the verbs guess
without visual support.
join
match
think
grip
start
finish
I follow instructions
I understand the nouns 'story'
tell
containing 3 keys words
and 'page' in relation to
including early colour, size or
stories I hear and books I
position vocabulary if I
I understand the words 'who',
share.
understand the concepts. 'what' and 'where" if used out
of the
here-and-now. I
can give better responses if
provided with visual support.

I copy 2 instruments from
I take part in adult-led 'handschoice of 6 with visual
on activity' in a small group. I discriminate and identify
support - any order.
sounds in simple activities - I
copy a sound you have made
by selecting a musical
instrument from a choice of 6
I am at the 'Focussing
without visual support; I
Attention' stage of
match an animal,
development.
With familiar vocabulary, I
environmental, human or
can follow instructions
transport sound to a choice of I discriminate and identify
I know the nouns used in
containing 3 key words.
environmental, human,
4-6 objects or photographs,
future auditory activities, e.g.
animal or transport sounds
I follow simple instructions
initially from different
instruments; transport;
I take part in very small group
containing 'on', 'in' and animals; home; people; things
semantic topics and then even if there is a slight delay
listening activities.
between
hearing
the
sound
'under.'
from the same topic.
* Where possible, sequence
outside; etc.
and the identification.
orders from left-to-right from
the child's viewpoint in order to
reinforce left-to-right tracking. I follow instructions with 1
key word if the objects are
I understand the verbs clap
I take part in an adultelsewhere.
shake
I understand the words 'who',
directed task for a short
move
'what' and 'where' if used in
period on a 1:1 even if this is
dance
simple questions within the
not a favoured activity. I
listen
here-and-now.
I discriminate a sound in my * Different location refers to
With familiar vocabulary, I
respond well to praise.
I understand the abstract
look
environment and name it
the objects/pictures being
can follow instructions
nouns 'sound' & 'noise.'
hear
(vocabulary permitting.)
elsewhere.
containing 2 key words.
* Reduce language demands by
find
visually communicating the
make
order. Line up boats or trailers
hold
and use to put objects in.
I am at the 'Single-Channelled I relate familiar, everyday
I can follow very simple
I have established nounwrite
Attention' stage of
sounds to objects, people or
instructions containing 'big' symbolic noise links for less
say
development.
in play & books.
and 'little.'
familiar nouns.
* Semantically unrelated
I understand language at a 1
refers to pictures and objects
key word level, initially with
being from different topics.
just very familiar words. My
This makes the vocabulary
I have established noununderstanding will rapidly
I am at the 'Rigid Attention' I react to normal, everyday and sounds differ more. This
symbolic noise links for
* The conceptual demands of grow and should include early I respond to very simple
stage of development.
sounds.
familiar nouns.
sequential auditory memory
questions in familiar routines
reduces the auditory &
verbs and concepts as my
tasks are high. Work on
with a familiar person e.g.
language demands of the
vocabulary expands.
understanding before and
"Where is your tummy?"
task.
I am at the 'Fleeting
alongside.
"Where's teddy?" etc.
I react to sudden and loud
I am aware that some objects
Attention' stage of
sounds.
make a noise.
development.
Auditory Discrimination

Auditory Memory for Sounds

Auditory Skills

Sequential Auditory Memory for Auditory Memory for Words Questions and Instructions
Sounds
Key Words

Receptive Language

Noun Vocabulary for Phonics

Verb Vocabulary for Phonics

I generate ideas when given 2
semantic links e.g. a vehicle
that is fast, something that is
sharp and in the kitchen.

I give you a word that means
the same thing as a given
word.

I use talk to organise, sequence and
clarify my thoughts and ideas.

I blend 5 syllable words.

I identify phonemes within
consonant blends or longer
words.

I segment a phoneme from
any location in longer words.
I generate a word that
rhymes and also gives
I segment a phoneme from a
blend in a
ccvc or cvcc appropriate meaning when
making up stories, songs or
word.
poems to tell or sing and,
later to write.

I identify medial phonemes long vowels will be easier
than short.
I identify final sounds if
they are long or
short
phonemes.

I segment a phoneme from
the end of a word.

I segment words at
I blend c-c-v-c, c-v-c-c,
c- onset-rime level - segment
the initial consonant or
v-c-v and v-c-v-c words.
consonant cluster.

I identify final
phonemes if they
are
long phonemes.

I know that two words rhyme
alongside the written word,
even when they contain
different spelling patterns.

I identify initial phonemes.
I sort words/objects based on
the number of claps/syllables
they contain.

I ask why things happen and am
beginnning to offer explanations.

I blend c-v-c words with long
& short phonemes.

I am beginning to tell my own
stories.

I segment a syllable from a 3
syllable word.

I segment a syllable from a 2
syllable word.
I count the number of
claps/syllables in a word (1-5
syllables.)
I blend c-v-c words with long
phonemes.

I generate a string of
I generate a string of rhyming alliterative words or make
suggestions when you make
words.
'mistakes.'

I read mainly at word level,
reverting to phonics for 'new'
I trace with detail.
words.
I demonstrate more
I recognise groups
of
advanced group
letters forming
a
I talk about the feelings of
conversational skills,
I thread needles,
sew
others and the impact I have syllable group or consonant
expressing my thoughts and
big stiches
and make
I recognise
on this. I also think about blend.
opinions but also listening to
pom-poms.
groups within words
what I could do to improve these
those expressed by others. the feelings
of another. when I look at
the *Inference & Empathy* I
I am learning to negotiate
word as a whole.
work out how people feel,
I use all phonemes and
and compromise.
complex
what has happened or what is I complete more
clusters in words, including
jigsaws containing 20+
wrong
when looking at
longer,
multi-syllabic
I collaborate with others in
pieces.
facial expressions,
words.
I repeat back
order to imagine, recreate
new,
longer words
body language and situational
roles and experiences in play.
clues
in pictures.
correctly
as new
I demonstrate early
vocabulary is introduced even
negotiation skills.
I copy triangles, squares
if these are longer words
and other geometric shapes.
I express my thoughts and
I recognise digraphs and
e.g. 'apostrophe'
or
opinions about a topic or an
know the sound they make. I
I talk about things from
'microscope.'
activity when working in another person's
point identify digraphs in a word
groups or when playing
when I look at the word as a
of view in a
more
collaboratively.
whole.
complex way including
My play contains a storyline
I read familiar, phonetically
I cut on a line continuously.
prediction - "What might they
or narrative.
spelt words at word level.
do next?" and empathy "How might they feel?"
I make up stories with others,
making up plays, puppet
shows or
short films.

I identify initial phonemes
with
long sounds or
visual support.

I know that written words
have meaning and may
recognise a few familiar
words.

I sort words by initial
phoneme with long and short
sounds and without visual
support and without you
needing to say the word first.

I am aware of my listener
I associate lower and upper
when speaking and begin to
case letters and know that
pick up signs that they need
they are the same. I also
more information or have
relate
'print' graphemes
I form good relationships with
lost interest.
to cursive script.
adults and peers.

I recognise familiar,
high-frequency sight
I write one or two
letters
vocabulary without needing independently - usually ones
associated actions or
from
my name.
pictures.

I am intelligible to others
most of the time, even to
I offer explanations and more
unfamiliar adults. My
I express my needs and
I recognise my name
I button and unbutton.
I know that a grapheme detail if I am not understood.
phonemes 'r' and 'th' and
feelings in appropriate ways. I I recognise single graphemes and I recognise some highI match words that rhyme in
I know
how to ask
makes a 'sound' and may
complex clusters 'skr' and
know how to ask rather than and know the phonemes they frequency sight vocabulary
games such as rhyming lotto.
others
for clarification
know some such as
I detect alliterative words
'str' may still be immature.
just state what I want to
alongside an action and/or a
Make sure I am not using
make.
if
I have not
ones in my name.
during specific activities such
happen.
picture.
written word or colour clues!
I generate 5 words for a
I am aware when some words
understood.
I link sentences & generally stick to
I segment compound words I am also not confused when as sorting whether a word
I hold a pencil using
a
simple sematic link
e.g.
start with the same sound as
I blend 4 syllable words.
starts
with
the
target
sound
the topic of the conversation.
with visual support.
conventional grip.
the odd-one-out has a
things to eat.
my name.
or not.
I count the number of
semantic link with the other
I understand the concepts
claps/syllables in a word (1-3
word.
I offer simple definitions for
I blend at onset-rime level I find the 2 words which go
I talk about feelings and can
other way
syllables.)
I use language to plan & choose play
I copy the letters
X,
familiar words e.g. "What is a
when the onset is a long or
together to make a
link these to events or
I recognise my name.
I sort by initial phoneme
beginning
& activities without visual support.
V, T,H and O.
*Inference & Prediction* I lift
hat?"
short
phoneme.
compound
word.
people.
when they are long or very
middle
I take turns to talk in larger
meaning from pictures and
I select objects when a less familiar
different. Initially, visual
end
groups with adult support or
I recognise abstract symbols,
work out - "Where do you
function, location, attribute or part
support where I can see your
when a prop to indicate turns
some letters and numbers.
before
think
he is going?"
word is used.
mouth move makes this
is used.
I blend at onset-rime level
I understand that print has
after
I use most phonemes
"What can this girl see?"
I re-tell stories without visual support
when the onset is a long
I hammer and saw wood.
easier.
curly
consistently and 'r' and 'th' meaning - I pretend to read
and can predict.
I generate ideas when given 1
I rhyme detect and match 2
I talk about things from
phoneme.
and write.
above
are developing.
I clap out words depending
semantic link
e.g.
words from a choice of 3
another's point of view
in
below
on the number of syllables
something with a lid/from the
when there is a differing rime
a simple way "What
they have (1-5 syllable
I detect an odd-one-out in an
across
kitchen/ that is shiny with
structure but the same
might they see?" "What might
words.)
alliterative word string if the I know if there is a syllable
dot
I
blend
a
cvc
word
when
the
I
sequence
3
items
I
no visual support.
syllable structure.
they do?"
I work out what makes a group of
I use a varity of tenses but still have
I complete simple
jigsaws
'mistake' begins with a
cross
vowel is split
e.g.
within a word e.g. 'tion' in
have seen
without
objects
go
together.
immature
irregular
grammar.
(6-10 pieces.)
similar phoneme to the
half-way
'ca-at.'
'cushion'
and 'station.'
visual support.
I take turns in conversations
target.
straight
I ascribe meaning to things I and
alter what I say
I recognise
have drawn, made or
like - as in similar
depending on what
the
shapes and patterns.
painted. Initially, this may
space - as in finger
other person says.
I sequence 3 items
I
I recount simple, past events in the
I draw a person on request
occur
at the end of
have seen
right
order.
with
head,
legs
and
body.
the
activity
but
I
then
begin
I generate ideas within a
I rhyme detect and match 2
without visual support.
I play odd-one-out games and detect
I copy simple rhythms
I know if there is a word
to ascribe meaning during
given story structure for
words from a choice of 3
I talk about home
and
which object or picture from a choice
containing up to 5 beats or
within a longer word e.g. 'cat'
I begin to mark both
and before the creative
something we might see, do
when there are syllable
other people
in my
I blend 3 syllable words.
of 3 does not share the same, simple
shorter rhythms with beat
in 'caterpillar' or
'pie' in phonemes in clusters such as
process.
or find in a given locationdifferences e.g. match candle
world.
semantic link.
variation.
'spider.'
'sp' in spoon and 'bl' in blue.
I sequence 2 items
I I thread small beads
on a
easier with familiar topics.
with handle and not hat.
I take turns in larger groups if
Some clusters may still be
have seen
without
lace or complete
a
props are used.
simplified such as 'twain' for
visual support.
threading card.
I re-tell stories with visual support
I recognise something when
including the main events, some
'train' and 'swirrel' for
shown an incomplete line
detail and some of the story
'squirrel.'
I detect an odd-one-out in an
drawing.
structure.
alliterative word string if the
I generate ideas for a given
I sequence 2 items
I
I blend 2 syllable words e.g.
I know what sound my name
I construct and create with I take turns to talk in
a
I build elaborate structures
'mistake' begins with a very
function e.g. "What can we
have seen
with
'ta-ble' and 'co-ffee.'
starts with.
purposeful intent.
small group.
with blocks, boxes or planks.
different phoneme
from
eat/open?"
visual support.
I find it funny when you make
I accept the needs of others
I sort a set of objects into two groups
the target.
a mistake during a rhyming
with less support and identify
I clap out words depending
based on a shared, simple semantic
activity and I tell you what the
when another child is
on the number of syllables
link e.g. food or clothes.
right word should be.
being 'unkind.'
they have (1-3 syllable
words.) I also use musical
I use more specific
I draw circles.
instruments to indicate the
vocabulary to name
I take turns with
I use more complex sentence
I blend compound words e.g.
I give my puppets,
roleI identify the object depicted I discrimate between very
people/objects and to
simple, rule-bound games
I am beginning to use
beat/syllables
within
structure and link thoughts, ideas and
'foot-ball' and
'rainplay characters
and
by a silhoutte or an abstract similar objects, matching by
describe events, offering
such as
picture lotto or
ng,sh,ch,j,v.
words.
events with 'and,' 'because' and 'so.'
bow.'
figures a 'voice.'
picture.
detail, size or orientation.
more detail when talking out
dominoes.
I play simple
'things-thatI form friendships with other
of the here-and-now.
I use scissors to cut out.
go-together' games.
children.
I understand the concepts
I find it funny when you make
I find it funny when you
another
a deliberate mistake during a produce an alliterative word
first
rhyming story or song.
string.
last
I am keen to know the
I use talk to engage others
I
I seek out and
ask I recognise something when *Visual Inferencing*
same
meaning of new words and
and to share my thoughts &
lift meaning from
a I can paint and draw freely.
I begin to use language out of the
others for help.
different
shown an incomplete
I am usually understood by I carry out a sequence
of
ask if I don't understand.
experiences.
stationary picture
and
here-and-now. This is easier with
I copy simple rhythms
tall
coloured picture. This helps
others, even in connected activities in
my
I
select
a
familiar
object
if
a
simple
work out activity - "What is
familiar
topics
and
the
immediate
containing
1,
2
or
3
beats.
short
me complete jigsaws and
speech.
pretend play.
topic, location, attribute or part word
happening?" "What is he
past or future.
top
I am beginning to think about
fit the pieces together.
is used e.g. give me the animal/the
I accept the needs of others
doing?"
bottom
the structure and meaning of
I pour from a small jug.
I initiate interactions using
one from the bedroom/the shiny
with support.
words.
round
talk. My range
of
I fill-in gaps during songs and
one/the one with
wheels, etc.
I enjoy stories and songs
next
'phrases' to gain attention
rhymes and later sing them in
containing alliteration.
alike
I learn new words as we
I anticipate and join in with key
I manipulate dough
or
may
still be
full.
I am beginning to use
space - as in carpet/P.E.
group things based on
phrases and events in familiar
clay - making balls
and
limited.
k,g,f,s,z,l,y in my speech.
I take on a role and 'become'
common meaning.
stories.
snakes.
another person or thing
I keep a steady beat
I identify the object depicted I notice detail
in
demonstrating early
I engage in small world and
alongside others or to a piece
by
a line
a busy picture
when
'projection' skills - the ability
puppet play.
of music or rhythm.
drawing.
looking at books/jigsaws.
I extend my vocab. as people
I am becoming clearer
I take turns in
a to put myself in another's
I use language to plan & choose play
I build a tower of 10
or
name and explain using
although sound changes are
small group with
shoes.
& activities with visual support.
more bricks.
I select a familiar object by function
words I know.
still present.
a simple resource.
if the simplest verb is used e.g. give
me the one you eat/cut with/read
I enjoy rhyming stories, songs
etc.
and rhymes, finger rhymes
and when an adult makes up
I use word endings to indicate
I engage in
I respond to the feelings of I recognise something when
I match colours.
I cut with scissors.
rhymes about me or our
simple role-play.
others.
shown an incomplete object.
I use non-specific vocabulary present tenses, plurals and negatives.
I use most vowels and
I talk to adults and other
daily routines.
in sentences alongside
m,p,b,n,t,d,w,h. I may omit
children and enjoy spending
actions to describe e.g."I do
final sounds and make sound
time with and attention from
this" when painting even if I
I am interested in what other I identify the object depicted
I discriminate between
I enjoy dancing, marching
substitutions.
both.
I ask a variety of questions - 'what,'
I thread cotton reels
understand the verb.
children are playing and will by
a coloured objects with
big
and using musical
'where' and 'who.'
or big beads.
I understand the concepts
join in.
picture.
visual differences.
instruments alongside music
I point to the right part of a picture
small
I engage in pretend play,
and rhythms.
or to a person based on their
*If a child struggles to make
big
initially with familiar
activity/verb e.g. Who is sleeping?
progress, check that
little
activities I can copy.
Who is crying?
sequential auditory memory
I learn new words rapidly and
I take turns with an adult
I recognise the
object
up
I use simple sentences containing 3
I turn pages
one
skills allow the child to
can use immediately in
one-to-one using
a
depicted
in a
down
words.
by one.
I use the intonation patterns
I understand the
twoI focus on the adult's face and
achieve
the
next
step
e.g.
communication.
simple resource.
photograph.
over
and phonemes of my home
way nature of
any objects
or
I indicate wanting 'more'
move from blending 3
off
language in my 'jargon' and
communication, using and
pictures used
during
during interaction rhymes
phonemes to 4 phonemes.
* These tasks differ
a bit
then use this alongside some
responding to pointing, eye
very small
group
and later initiate them.
from the auditory
I recognise the object
on
real words.
contact
and words.
activities.
I use different types of words I talk in the here-and-now alongside
I build a tower
of
discrimination tasks as the
represented by a miniature
I explore creative materials.
under
- nouns verbs and concepts.
activity or visual support.
5-6 bricks.
child can sort and make
object.
I use social referencing I select familiar objects by name,
decisions about words
looking to others for
I react to music with a
*This skill refers to oral
finding the right one from a small
WITHOUT needing to hear
responses and reactions to
strong, steady beat.
segmentation e.g "say
group of objects or going to find it.
you say it first - i.e. using
my actions or words.
cowboy - say cowboy again
I actively seek out talk from
I babble using a range of
I match 2 of the same objects
I pick up small items
such
I use single words (by 16 months) and
I focus on an object
in
their own 'phonological
but don't say cow;" "say coat
adults so I can hear and learn
sounds and sound
even if different sizes or
as raisins
or
I seek out faces, make eyethen link 2 together (by 24 months.)
child-led play.
*Auditory blending MUST be - say coat again but don't I respond to early interaction
storages'
of
the
words.
new words.
combinations.
colour.
threads.
contact and copy facial
underpinned by auditory
rhymes involving physical
movements and noises. I
say /k./"
discrimination and sequential
closeness and being
faceenjoy early interaction games
auditory memory.
to-face.
I understand very familiar words in
I change the pitch, rhythm or
I use babble, pointing & body
such as 'peek-a-boo.'
I experiment with babble and then
I explore colour, pattern,
I engage with people
and I explore texture
and
context (e.g. mummy, milk, bath, I immitate words and sounds.
volume of my babble to
language to gain attention &
use to communicate.
sheen and movement.
tune-in to faces.
moving parts.
etc.)
communicate.
affect others.
I play 'What am I?' games with visual
support, selecting the target from a
small choice of objects.

after hearing their soundsdifferent location.
I identify the
I am beginning to understand
odd-one-out in an auditory
'why' and 'how' but responses
bombardment activity.
I match 3 sounds to 3 objects
may be limited. I may offer
Initially when the word begins
from choice of 6
more in response to a
with a very distinct phoneme
I follow instructions with 3 comment where reasons or
(semantically related.)
I listen to my peers'
from the others and, later,
key words in a specific order explanations are modelled
conversations in 1:1 or small when the phonemes are more
I will need to understand
first.
group situations if the topic
I understand abstract nouns
alike.
early sequential/temporal
interests me.
such as 'word,' 'sentence,'
I copy 3 instruments from
concepts.
I match 2 sounds to 2 objects
'syllable,' 'rhyme' and 'sound'
choice of 6 with no visual
from a choice of 6 in order.
in relation to what I and
support - any order.
others say.
I match 3 sounds to 3 objects
from choice of 6
(semantically unrelated.)

If I can decode at syllable
I use syllable skills to read level I blend and read longer
words.
multi-syllabic words. I also
need syllable blending and
visual discrimination and
e.g.
memory to read at syllable I blend 5 phonemes
c-v-c-c-v
as in
level.
'jumper.'

I read words and sort semantically decoding skills permitting.

Attention' stage of
development.

I hear that words start with
I listen as part of a medium
the same phoneme in an
sized group with visual and/or
auditory bombardment
kinaesthetic support and
activity but may not be able
ditractions minimised.
to name it.

I sequence information in longer
stories, recounts or explanations.

I use irregular grammatical forms
and more complex tenses.

I play 'What am I?' games without
visual support.
I generate ideas when given 3
I use my syllable skills when
I order sequences of information into
semantic links e.g. an animal
attempting to write longer
an order which makes sense to a
that is scary and lives under
words. I also need
listener. Longer stories or recounts
the sea, a food that is juicy
segmentation and auditory
can still be 'jumbled.'
that you peel.
memory to do this.

I understand abstract nouns
such as 'digraph,' 'capital
letter' and
'full stop.'

I follow instructions with 4
key words in a specific order I am beginning to offer
I will need to understand
explanations and reasons in
I play a sequence of 4
I discriminate and name the
early sequential/temporal response to 'why' and 'how'
I understand the abstract
instruments, after adult
I match 3 sounds to 3 objects
concepts.
I listen attentively in medium sounds at the beginnings of model, from choice of 7 with from a choice of 6 in order.
questions but I can often offer nouns 'word,' 'sentence,'
words.
sized groups, offering actions,
more if questions are re'sound,' and 'letter' in
no visual support - any order
comments or questions
worded e.g. "What has made relation to the spoken and
(language skills permitting.)
written word.
you sad?" instead of "Why are
I know some phonemeI match 4 sounds to 4 objects
you sad?" or "What happened
grapheme links, visual skills
from choice of 7
to make the car break?"
I follow instructions
permitting.
(semantically unrelated.)
instead of "Why is the car
containing 4 key words
including early colour, size or
broken?"
I discriminate between 2
I play a sequence of 4
position vocabulary if I
short phonemes - distinct
instruments, after adult
understand the concepts.
I listen to my peers'
then more alike.
model, from choice of 7.
conversations in 1:1 or small
group situations even if the
topic is not following my
I discriminate between 2 long I find 3 objects from 6 after
I offer responses to 'when'
I copy a sequence of 3
agenda.
phonemes - distinct then
hearing their sounds questions but my time vocab. I understand the nouns used
instruments in order without
more alike.
different location.
is limited.
in the synthetic phonics
visual support.
I follow instructions with 3
programme my school will
key words if the objects are
use in the future.
elsewhere.
I am at the 'Two-Channelled
I go find 2 objects from 6

Auditory Attention
READINESS
Stage
of Skill Development

I discriminate and name
phonemes in clusters
containing 2 consonants.
I discriminate and name
sounds in medial word
position.

I am beginning to
demonstrate integrated
attention. I listen in larger
groups for short periods and
cope with a level of
distraction but can only
sustain this if I understand.

I listen in larger groups with
diastractions minimised and
with kinaesthetic and/or
visual support.

S
Y
S
T
E
M
A
T
I
C

I discriminate and name
phonemes in 3 consonant
clusters and within longer
words.

Concept Vocabulary for
Phonics

Vocabulary

Listening for Meaning and Semantic
Sorting

I accept flexible naming e.g.
'animal' for 'horse' or 'bag'
for 'rucksack.'

Learning, Use and Idea
Generation

I participate in adult-like
conversations.

Sentence Skills

Expressive Language

Rhythm & Syllable Skills

Auditory Blending Skills

I independently segment
compound words.

Segmentation Skills

Rhyming Skills

Phonological Awareness

Alliterative Skills

Phoneme Identification *

Speech Sounds

Speech

Skills for Role-Play
Creativity

and

Projection and
Symbolic Skills

Conversational and Group
Skills

Relationship and Empathy
Skills

Pragmatic Skills

Visual Memory

Attention, Discrimination &
Sequential Memory

Visual Skills

Manipulative, Hand-Eye and
Strength

Motor Skills
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Demonstrating Progress - Mark making to early drawing
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d.jeffries@wiseacademies.co.uk
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Pre-early writing skills
Fine and gross motor skills
What knowledge and pre-skills do our children
need to know / develop and why ?
•

Development Matters and Launchpad’s developmental
processes to writing criteria

•

Vocabulary / positional language

•

Fine / gross motor skills
24

Pre-early reading skills
Visual Skills
What pre-skills do children need to acquire and why?
Visual:
• Memory
• Discrimination
• Sequential

25

Pre-auditory Skills
Auditory Skills
What pre-skills do children need to acquire
and why?
Auditory:
• Attention
• Discrimination
• Identification
26

Vocabulary
Abstract vocabulary- Understanding of everyday vocabulary
Concepts, adverbs, adjectives, prepositions
• Learning zones / first hand experiences - water area,
construction (mathematical links)
• Verb vocabulary
• Noun vocabulary

27

Early Phonological Awareness
Basic skills:
• Keep a steady beat
• Copy simple rhythms
• Basic awareness of rhyme
• Sound identification
• Basic awareness of alliteration
• Basic rhyme detection
28

Outcomes
Derby LA had the
lowest score results for
the phonics screen.
The LA decided to
embrace Launchpad in
all their early years
settings. They now also
use it as an
intervention tool to
close literacy gaps in
KS1 and KS2 as a whole
school approach.
29

Increasing %’s of children reaching ELG ‘s for
reading and writing
WISE - Reception ELG Exit %'s 2016/17
Sch.%'s
Reading
results 2016

Sch.%'s
Reading
results 2017

Sch. %'s
Writing.
Results 2016

Sch.%'s
Writing
results 2017

Academy 1

67

69

69

69

Academy 2

78

79

73

76

Academy 3

69

74

67

72

Academy 4

75

75

71

71

Academy 5

65

79

60

74

Academy 6

N/A

83

N/A

81

Academy 7

N/A

88

N/A

88

National

77

77

72.6

73.3
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Launchpad
to
Literacy
courses@kirstiepage.co.uk

d.jeffries@wiseacademies.co.uk
kirstie.page@wiseacademies.co.uk
n.fullard@wiseacademies.co.uk
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